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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

It seems like only yesterday I was writing a December report, I can’t believe how fast this year has 
passed. It was good to have our Champ and Open Shows at the usual time of year and it was nice to 
be back at the Melbourne Royal. 
 

Unfortunately, the weather has not been kind to us recently and required us to postpone our AGM 
once again. I hope all those affected by the floods are recovering and returning to some normality. 
All the best to those entering the trial in December and I hope you all have a very Merry and safe 
Christmas with family and friends. 
 

Stay safe over the festive season and I look forward to seeing you all around the rings and at our 
rescheduled AGM (to be announced). 
 

Alan Wallace   
SECRETARY’S REPORT 

Hi Everyone,  
 

As most of you know we had to postpone the Club's AGM due to the possibility that we wouldn't get 
a quorum. The extreme weather conditions and other factors have made travel difficult for some 
and it seemed unfair to those who could make it but still travelled a distance only to be unable to 
hold the meeting.  A new date is yet to be confirmed but notification will be sent to you as soon as it 
has been agreed.  
 

When we do eventually manage to hold the AGM, I urge everyone who can possibly attend to come 
along.  With no nominations for any Committee positions, it is important that we have as many 
members at the meeting as possible to hopefully fill all the positions. 
 

There is of course the Trial fast approaching so I wish all those attending the best of luck and let's 
hope the weather is kind to both humans and dogs on the day.  
 

Putting on my other hat as Secretary of the National Breed Council, I now ask members to read the 
letter from 'Dogs Australia' printed elsewhere in the Chatter. The CCV needs to make some 
comments on this letter to the National Collie Breed Council, so that a reply can be sent back to the 
ANKC before the deadline. If any members have any suggestions in relation to the future of all 
National Breed Councils, can you please send your ideas through to me ASAP. An email or phone call 
will suffice.  
 

Finally, as I may not see many of you before Christmas, I wish everyone a safe and happy Christmas 
break and let's hope that the weather improves so we can enjoy the outdoors more.  
 

Best wishes, 

Janice Cook 

 



TREASURER’S REPORT  

Bronwen Cramond  
 
 
  

  

General Account 
Balance as per Bank printout 17/11/2022 

$9,954.13 
 

Cheque awaiting clearance           $0.00 

Unpresented cheques           $0.00 

Balance at 17/11/2022  $9,954.13 
(includes Handbook $2,935.00) 

Rescue a/c  
Balance at 28/10/2022  
 

 
$3,244.29 

Term Deposit (Handbook) 
 Next review date 6/12/2022 – balance  

   

     
$15,000.44 @ 0.10%  

(Total Handbook funds $17,935.44) 



  



ROYAL MEBLOURNE SHOW  

PUPPY OF BREED 
Mr A Mrs J Miss K & Miss C Wallace: COLTIE FOREVER ELLEGANT 

 

Just Crowned 

Ch Talcott Tallulah Bankhead 
Whelped: 26/03/2021 

Blamorder Be Your Valentino (IMP UK) - Ch. Adarstern Take The Music To Talcott 
Bred by Jane Doyle     Owned Christine Bryant 

 
Lola is a sweet gentle girl, who would 
rather be at home reclining in state on 
the humans’ beds. Dog beds explode 
you know! She loves giving lovebites 
and hates going to dog shows.  
 
She gained her title effortlessly and has 
now been granted her wish to live a life 
of indulgence and luxury.  
 
A big thank you to everyone that helped 
along the way.  
 



DUAL Ch (T) DUAL Grand Ch (Neut, TS) Ellerran 
Rioja Blue Distinctn SWN FM 

Whelped: 25/09/2012 

Ch Kollylock High Distinction - Kollylock In My Blue Knickers 
Bred by Shannon Vickery   

Owned by Sandra and Bryan Crowley 
Rioja recently attained the last points he needed for his 
Neuter Grand Champion title, making him the first Collie in 
Australia to hold a Dual Grand Champion title. Already 
holding a Dual Champion title, and a Track and Search Grand 
Champion title as well as Champion titles in the conformation 
rings and tracking and track and search, he made up his title 
with some memorable wins. 
 

Rioja recently celebrated his 10th birthday and is now retired 
from the show ring and tracking.  He enjoys playing with his 
house mates, walks, running free, chasing toys, learning tricks 
and Scent Works training to find hidden scent buds to get 
rewards of food or tug toy. 

 
 

Ch Foxbell Fashion Zista At Orthanc 
Whelped: 27/8/2020 

Ch Foxbell You Fetchem At Orthanc HSAs HSMAs - Ch Foxbell Fashion Xtra  
Bred by Janice Cook    Owned by Shelley Donald 

Zandee has finally lived up to her diva 
name and has a brand-new shiny 
crown to wear on all occasions, not 
just special ones.  Shown lightly, she 
has now attained her conformation 
Champion title.  Zandee is a born 
show dog and from her very first 
entrance into the show ring, she has 
loved showing off and putting on the 
charm for the judges.   
 

At home she is the baby of the pack, 
absolutely adored by her sire and 
grandsire.  She is a happy tail wagging 
sweetheart and loves to wander 
around the place grr-grring (happily) 
and occasionally roo-rooing to the 
other dogs to entice mischief.  
 

We are now focused on finding her a 
dog sport to get involved in. Irrespective, 
she’s a simply fabulous character, I love her 
to pieces and she is the best lap dog in the 
world. 
 
 
 
 



Dog Sports Report 
From the 1st of March 2022 to the 31st of July 2022 

So, like everything else the last two years has been very quiet for all our dog sports particularly here 
in Victoria. This year things have been back to normal for the most part but a lot of trials were 
cancelled due to weather, lack of helpers and issues with committees. A few of our obedience clubs 
sadly lost multiple long standing committee members over the last few years and chose not to run a 
trial while they tried to pick up the pieces. As a result, the remaining trials tended to have very large 
entries.  
 

AGILITY: 
 

On the 13th of June, Amy Butler and Deo toddled off to Morwell for a bit of agility fun. Something 
that’s been hard to come by over the last few years. Deo ran very well and is clearly delighted to be 
out running and jumping again. The pair came home with multiple first and second placings in their 
agility and jumping excellent classes, including a lovely first place qualifier in their final jumping 
excellent class of the day.  This pass gave Deo, her JDX title. Deo will now be known as Dual Ch (RO) 
Drambuie Dry and Dirty CCD CD TDX AD JDX SD SPD GD. 
 

DANCES WITH DOGS: 
 
In Queensland, on the 25th of June, Jackie Christensen and Lilli 
took time out from the obedience rings to slip off to a 
Dancing with dogs trial. Lilli and Jackie performed a lovely, 
lady like freestyle round to ‘Whatever Will Be, Will Be (Que 
sera, sera)’ which gave her a very nice pass and her title. Lilli 
will now be known as Ch Clairescotts Lilli O Th Valley UD RN 
HTM.I FS.S TK.N ADX JDX SD SPD 
 
 
 
 

HERDING: 
 

Not much on the herding front at the moment 
as currently Shelley Donald and her big sable lad 
Mackie are our only herders but on the 14th of 
May Shelley Donald and Mackie got back to 
their herding adventures with Mackie gaining a 
further two passes towards his Started Masters title. 
 

LURE COURSING: 
 
Lots of our Collies love lure coursing, and on the 27th of March Katrina Wenzler ventured off with 
Ashoka to a trial where the little madame gained the final qualifier she needed for her junior courser 
title.  She will now be known as Sunshard Talk without Speaking JC 
 

Over in South Australia on the 15th of May Karen Mingham and Zoe finally got their JC title.  With the 
dramas of Covid Karen unfortunately let her SACA membership lapse and found herself having to 



begin again to accumulate the passes needed for Zoe’s JC title but accumulate them they did and 
Zoe will now be known as Ellerran Carry Me Home JC 
 
A month later the South Aussies were out again.  On the weekend of the 19th of June Laura Higgins 
took her tri smooth girl Auri (Yaxeka Astral Projection) out for her maiden run. They both had a blast 
and Auri gained her first pass. At the same trial Eva and Inka (Brafferton Incan Sea Treasure CCD TK.S 
RAE JC) also gained a pass towards her CA title. 
 
 Then on the 16th of July, the South Aussies held their annual battle of the states runs. These runs are 
a 100m straight dash with times logged for each dog. Five Collies represented South Australia, 
comprising of four roughs and one smooth. These included Eva and her two, Rocky and Inka, Karen 
Mingham and Zoe and Georgie (Ellerran Sell Me Your Dream) and Laura Higgins with her Smooth girl 
Auri. 
 

OBEDIENCE: 
 

On the 9th of April with many of Queensland’s trials being cancelled due the floods, Maryborough 
finally managed to hold their obedience trial. Jackie Christensen and Lilli (Ch Clairescotts Lilli O Th 
Valley UD RN TK.N ADX JDX SPD SD HTM.I) attended this trial and managed to gain a leg towards 
their Obedience champion title.  To gain an OC the dog must first hold a UD title and then gain 5 
further passes of 185 points or more to qualify as an obedience champion.  Currently only 4 Collies 
have achieved this title since the 1960s so it is wonderful to see another one on their way. 
 
Back down in Victoria, the traditional Easter FOOs trials made way for the long delayed and 
rescheduled state trials for obedience and rally. These trials are traditionally held the first weekend 
in August but last year due to our multiple lock downs they were rescheduled multiple times. Well, 
we finally had them at Easter, 4 months before the 2022 state trials! So, on the 16th of April the duly 
dubbed “Better late than never state trials” took place at KCC Park.  Amy and Deo trotted out to gain 
their final CD pass making Deo, Dual Ch (RO) Drambuie Dry and Dirty CCD CD TD AD JD SD SPD GD 
 
 A month later on the 15th of May, Berwick Obedience dog club held their double trial. A few of us 
ventured down to the trial but it was left up to Katrina Wenzler and Chivas to up hold the flag, with 
Chivas passing in her CCD ring and gaining that last long awaited leg for her CCD title. Chivas will now 
be known as T Ch Sunshard Beyond the Dream CCD TSD TK.S WPD 

 
A couple of weeks later at KCC on the 28th of May, the 
Border Collie and Working dog clubs each hosted a 
restricted to group 5 single trial with one club hosting the 
am trial and one the pm trial. This format works very well 
and helps spread some of the load between committees 
while still giving competitors a full day of trials. Carol 
Chambers and her lovely sable, rough boy Shiloh 
completed their open obedience title at the Working dog 
trial in the afternoon. Shiloh will now be known as 
Nauglamir Shilohs Winter Drums CDX RAE. (pictured) 
 

Up in Brisbane on the 19th of June Jackie Christensen took 
two of her girls Delilah and Lilli to Southside ODC’s trial. 
Delilah (Ch Clairescotts You’ve Got it All TK.S) had her 

debut in novice and managed a beautiful 1st place pass with a lovely score of 195, while Lilli (Ch 
Clairescotts Lilli O Th Valley UD HTM.I TK.N RN ADX JDX SPD SD) came third in UD also with a nice 
pass.  
  



RALLY: 
 

In South Australia, on the 12th of March Eva made the drive out to Gawler for the club’s trial, Inka 
(Brafferton Incan Sea Treasure CCD TK.S RE JC) managed to come home with the two passes 
required to gain the fourth leg of her RAE title. 
 
On the 29th of May Eva and her team again ventured out to lovely Gawler for the club’s trial. She had 
a very successful day with both dogs gaining passes. Rocky (Brafferton Black Ice CDX RAE TK.S RM JC) 
earned himself a masters pass, while Inka gained the final double pass she needed for her RAE title. 
Inka will now be known as Brafferton Incan Sea Treasure CCD TK.S RAE JC 
 

SCENTWORK: 

 
Over the weekend of the 19th and 20th of March Bryan and Sandra took their boys off to Gippsland 
for the two trials held there over the weekend with the clubs in Bairnsdale and Morwell each hosting 
a trial on one day of the weekend. At the first trial in Bairnsdale both Rioja and Enigma gained the 
final passes needed for their Scent work Novice titles (SWN) while Durif had his very first trial in the 
sport. The following day everyone travelled down to Morwell for Gippsland’s trial where the boys 
picked up another handful of passes, with 5 passes between the three boys for the day. Rioja will 
now be known as Dual Ch (T) TS Grand Ch Ellerran Rioja Blue Distinctn FM SWN, while Enigma will be 
known as Ch Ellerran Enigma Blue Beguile SWN.  
 
On the 24th of July up in Queensland Chloe Lewty and Rebel (Lexwood Blackfyre Rebellion HT CA) 
finally made it out to a trial. While things have been pretty challenging of late, Rebel was a very good 
boy gaining passes in his containers, vehicle and exterior searches.  
 

TRACKING: 
 

The weekend of the 9th and 10th of April saw the Tracking club of Victoria host their annual test one 
trial. Collies were entered both days with Bryan and Sandra venturing up with Durif (Ellerran Durif 
Parti Hi Lights) on the Saturday and Katrina going up with Ahsoka (Sunshard Talk without Speaking 
JC) on the Sunday. Both blue roughs did a great job, with both gaining very goods for their respective 
debuts into the sport. 
 
At the end of the month, on the weekend of the 30th of April the Working dog club held their annual 
tracking trial.  For the last few years since the loss of the lovely property in Merricks where the trial 
had been held for well over a decade the trial has moved from one location to another. This year it 
was held in Ballarat at the Lions club camping grounds. This proved quite successful.  There were 6 
Collies entered and a number of passes. On the Saturday Bryan and Sandra ventured up with their 
pack and had a highly successful day with both their younger boys, Enigma (Ellerran Enigma Blue 
Beguile TDX SWN) and Durif passing with very goods.  The baby of the group, Durif was also granted 
a track on which allowed him to complete his TD title making him Ellerran Durif Parti Hi Lights TD.  
 

Then on the Saturday the rest of clan Collie made the trip up, this time we had Vicki Brown with her 
sable rough boy Dragon (Brafferton Orions Dragon TD) passing his test 4, and gaining the first leg of 
his TDX title. We had Amy and her sable smooth girl, Deo (Dual Ch (RO) Drambuie Dry and Dirty CCD 
CD TD AD JD SD SPD GD), gaining her test 5 and the rosette for highest scoring Collie in trial (with 
tracking this one comes down to the judge’s discretion, the grading of the track and the level). Then 
to round off the group we had litter mates, Ahsoka (Sunshard Talk Without Speaking JC) owned by 
Katrina Wenzler and Sonny (Sunshard Ode To Joy) owned by Robyn Walls, who both passed their 
respective tracks - Ahsoka her test 2 and Sonny his test 1. Pictured on the following page from right 
to left. 



 
At the same venue in 
Ballarat a few weeks later 
on the weekend of the 
11th, 12th and 13th of June 
the German Shepherd 
Club of Vic hosted their 
annual tracking trial. This 
trial was well attended by 
our Collie representatives 
too, with 8 Collies 
entered comprising of 
two smooths and six 

roughs. On the first day Amy and her two travelled up, with Amy’s baby Katchi (Sunshard Shape Of 
Happiness), gaining her test 1, while her mother Deo took out her test 6 for her TDX title both with a 
grading of very good. Deo will now be known as Dual Ch (RO) Drambuie Dry And Dirty CCD CD TDX 
AD JD SD SPD GD.  
 
Vicki Brown also tracked on the first day with her boy Dragon (Brafferton Orions Dragon TD) who 
gained a good for his test 5. 
 
The following day saw Heather Johns who has had a long break from tracking, out with her young 
sable rough girl Charlee (Brafferton Dragons Treasure) and Eva who made the trip over from 
Adelaide with Rocky (Brafferton Black Ice CDX RAE TK.S RM JC) both of whom passed their test 1 
with gradings of very good in what was very challenging weather as added to the fairly fierce wind of 
the day before the heavens also decided to open.  
 
On the final day Bryan and Sandra Crowley made the trip with their van of roughs with the two 
younger boys out tracking while the old boys sat back and 
offered their opinions. Young Durif worked hard in the 
difficult weather to pass his test 4, however the champion of 
the day was Enigma who had to wait until the very last track 
of the day to go out and earn his test 8. This gave Enigma his 
tracking champion title and as he also has his conformation 
title this made him a Dual Champion! Bryan and Sandra’s 
second! Fantastic! Enigma will now be known as Dual Ch (T) 
Ellerran Enigma Blue Beguile SWN. Pictured right with his 
sash. 
 
Also on the final day we had Katrina out with her little blue 
bombshell, Ashoka. Sunday was most decidedly a blue rough 
collie day with all the Collies entered being blue roughs! 
Ahsoka passed her test 3 which gave her, her TD title. She will now be known as Sunshard Talk 
Without Speaking TD JC  
 
At the tail end of June over in WA we had Paula Wilkins, who is also a tracking judge and her young 
blue rough girl Juno complete their TD title. Juno will now be known as Ellerran Dream Big TD. 
 
Meanwhile on the 2nd of July in South Australia Eva ventured out to Monarto which has been the 
home of tracking in SA for many years with her two Braffertons.  Both dogs passed with Rocky 
(Brafferton Black Ice CDX RAE TK.S RM JC) passing his test 2 and Inka (Brafferton Incan Sea Treasure 
CCD TK.S RAE JC) her test 1.  
 



A week later on the weekend of the 11th of July at Inverleigh where much of the Victorian tracking 
season is held, the Tracking club held their usual July trial. Bryan 
and Sandra had Durif out for his test 5 which he passed, after a 
few challenges with the strong winds.  
 
On the same weekend on the other side of the country, 
Trackwest held their tracking trial and another Ellerran was out 
gaining their test 4 with Paula Wilkins and Juno completing their 
track around Paula’s judging appointments.  
 

On the weekend of the 23rd of July Ballarat ODC held their 
annual tracking trial at Haddon. There were a number of Collies 
entered over the three days in what was some pretty ordinary 
weather.  aAmong these there were two titles. On the first day, 
Bryan and Sandra’s young blue boy Durif, passed his test 6 and 
thus gained his TDX. So, he will now be known as Ellerran Durif 
Parti Hi Lights TDX.  
 

While on the final day Heather Johns passed her test three with 
her young girl Charlee which gave her, her TD making her 

Brafferton Dragons Treasure TD (Pictured with her judge and tracklayer) 
 

TRACK AND SEARCH: 
 
Over the weekend of the 23rd and 24th of April the Tracking club of Victoria hosted the first track and 
search trial of the year, using the polo club grounds in Ballarat as their base camp. There were 
multiple Collies entered, both roughs and smooths and lots of passes and multiple titles. On the 
Saturday, Vicki travelled up with Ava her tri smooth girl and successfully completed Ava’s test 3.  This 
gave Ava her TSD title and she did it in fine style being graded a very (very) good. This made Ava, 
Dual Ch (T) Brafferton Winter Bird TSD. 
 
On the Sunday, Amy and I were out with our three.  Deo claimed her test 1 with a good, my Miko (T. 
Ch Talcott Hallelujah CD RM TSDX) her test 7 with a very (very) good (and a lot of “hurry up human 
you’re too slow” thrown in) and her son Taisa his test 3 also with a very good. This gave Taisa his TSD 
title making him Dual Ch (T) Sunshard the Alchemist CD RE TSD 
 

On the weekend of the 29th of May Katrina and Chivas (T. Ch Sunshard Beyond The Dream CCD RE 
TSD WPD) made the long drive up to Wodonga for North East Tracking and Scent work club’s track 
and search trial. It was a very long drive, and a very challenging track.  There were articles that went 
for adventures of their own and loose dogs who wanted to get up close and personal even with the 
judges’ and stewards’ intervention! Chivas however was undeterred and gained her test 4 with a 
good.  
 
Back in Melbourne on the first weekend in July the Tracking club held their annual KCC Park trial. We 
had a nice entry of Collies, and a lovely collection of passes. On the Saturday Bryan and Sandra took 
both their young blue boys out for their maiden voyages into the sport, with both Enigma and Durif 
passing their test 1s under Dawn Howard with gradings of good and very good respectively.  On the 
same day also with Dawn the last daylight track out was Katrina and her tri girl Chivas, who passed 
her test 5, also with a very good.  
 
The following day Vicki Brown made the long trip down with Ava and Dream (T CH Brafferton I Have 
A Dream TSD), both attempting their test 4 also with Dawn Howard. Both girls completed their 
tracks with very goods. On the same day I was out with my two and judge Lynn Klecka. My smooth 



boy Taisa was also attempting his test 4. This is the last track in parkland and it can be very 
challenging with people and dogs (sometimes loose dogs) in the area and on the tracks. Taisa battled 
his way around his track and even with articles that had been picked up and completely removed 
from the track he still managed a pass.  
 
Later that night his mother went out to attempt her test 8, which is completely on the streets and is 
held at night. Miko passed this and thus was awarded her Track and Search Champion title. Miko will 
now be known as TS Ch T Ch Talcott Hallelujah CD RM. 
 

TRICKS: 
 

Over in Perth on the 9th of April, Vicki Long who is still recovering 
from a leg that was badly broken nearly a year ago, took Pixie to 
the state Dancing with dogs and tricks trial. Pixie did a sterling job 
and came home with a second place quali and her started title. 
Pixie will now be known as Mazarelli Pixie RN TK.S FS.S (pictured) 
 
On the 24th of July K9 Agility held a triple tricks trial at KCC Park. 
There is a tremendous amount of interest in the new sport as 
one can tell from the fact that the trial started at 8 am and only 
finally finished presentations at 8:45pm! Katrina took Chivas to 
this trial and came home with a pass in each ring and her Trick started title. Chivas will now be 
known as T Ch Sunshard Beyond the Dream CCD TSD TK.S WPD 
 

OTHER ADVENTURES: 
 

On the 11th of April, Gypsy (Ch Baqilodge Romani Traveller AD CH AF CH) was issued with her Flyball 
Dog Champion title. These titles are issued by the Australian Flyball Association (AFA) and recognised 
by the ANKC and appear as back-end titles. The titles are gained by accumulating points for runs in 
flyball which is a team relay sport. Jean Dally and Gypsy have been having lots of fun doing this and 
are steadily accumulating points towards the next title. 

 

On the 7th of May the Hungarian Vizla club held their 
annual Endurance test at Springers in Keysborough. 
Amy and Deo made the very short trip down the road 
to participate and as it’s been quite some time since a 
Collie has participated in an Endurance test, it was 
good to see one out there. Endurance tests generally 
involve the handler either jogging or more usually 
biking the 20km test while the dogs trot alongside.  
The test is broken into three legs the first being 8km, 
the remaining two being 6kms each with breaks and 
vet checks in between. Deo passed her vet checks 
with flying colours (the handler was just glad she 
didn’t need to pass any!) and gained her ET to add to 
her growing alphabet soup… Deo will now be known 
as Dual Ch (RO) Drambuie Dry and Dirty CCD CD TD 
AD JD SD SPD GD ET(pictured) 



COLLIE CLUB TRIAL  

 
If any members are able to help can you please contact Katrina Wenzler there’s always plenty of 

things to do. Spectators are also welcome 



  



 


